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Background 
The need to make scientifically informed management decisions is rapidly becoming more 

important due to the increasing interest, investment and risks in the ocean associated with 

global changes and a focus on the blue economy. Critical ocean management decisions in the 

Western Indian Ocean (WIO) are hindered by unavailable or inadequate data-driven 

instruments to assist managers and policy makers easily consume key information. 

Consequently, decision-support tools applicable in both sectoral and integrated contexts can 

assist the transition to sustainable utilisation of marine resources.   

 
The Ocean Health Index (OHI), established in 2012, has been gaining popularity globally as 

the first integrated assessment framework that scientifically combines key biological, 

physical, economic, cultural and social elements of the ocean’s health into scores which 

reflect how well coastal regions optimize their potential ocean benefits (goods and services). 

Independent OHI assessments, known as OHI+, focus at the national and subnational levels, 

and are being piloted in different regions to determine their potential for long-term use within 

specific governance contexts. 

 
Methods 
Preliminary assessments, guided by an inclusive stakeholder process, were conducted in 

Kenya and Tanzania in 2018 using two of the ten OHI goals: Biodiversity through health of 

coastal and marine habitats and Food Provision through sustainability of wild caught 

fisheries. Assessments in both countries were conducted at a sub-national scale: 5 coastal 

counties for Kenya and 7 coastal zones for Tanzania.  

 
Goals were scored on a scale of 0-100, reflecting how well coastal regions are optimizing 

their potential ocean benefits and services in a sustainable way relative to a reference point: a 
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score of 100 indicates optimal sustainable achievement of a goal target. The OHI Toolbox is 

the engine that powers all OHI assessments. By utilizing R scripts and GitHub repositories, it 

combines prepared data, goal models, and pressures and resilience layers to calculate OHI 

goal scores. 

 
For the Habitat sub-goal (under the Biodiversity goal), coral reefs and mangroves were 

assessed at a sub-national scale and seagrasses at a national scale. For the Fisheries sub-goal 

(under the Food Provision goal) only artisanal fisheries were considered, and Maximum 

Sustainable Yield (MSY) was used as a reference point to assess sustainability based on the 

ratio of biomass to biomass at MSY (b/bMSY) and local or national catch data for each stock 

(depending on data availability).  

 
Results 
Both Kenya and Tanzania scored fairly well with 74 for the Habitat sub-goal. For Kenya, 

Lamu and Kwale counties scored highest (final score of 92.4 and 89 respectively) and Tana 

River scored the lowest (final score of 44.5). In all counties except Lamu, and overall 

(nationally), future ecosystem health was projected to decline in the near future. In Tanzania, 

the overall score for each zone varied greatly with Pwani and Pemba scoring the lowest (61.6 

and 65.5) while Unguja and Lindi had the highest scores (87.4 and 84.5 respectively). Future 

state is estimated to be appreciably lower than the current status except for Unguja. Data gaps 

particularly historical hard coral cover of coral reefs and long time-series information on 

seagrass condition, impacted the accuracy of the habitat status scores for some counties and 

zones.  

 
Assessing the Fisheries sub-goal presented significant challenges in both countries. In Kenya, 

25 stocks at different levels of classification (family, genus, species) were assessed, but only 

25% of these stocks had catch data disaggregated at a county level, and only 13 stocks were 

at species level and had b/bMSY estimates calculated from data-limited methods. This meant 

that just under 50% of stocks had scores which had to be gap-filled using median scores. 

Thus the b/bMSY model used in the OHI was severely data-limited and poorly applicable for 

sub-national assessment and this multi-gear and multi-species fishery. A more suitable model 

for the existing length-based data should be trailed e.g. spawning potential ratio, to improve 

the fit of the assessment to data-poor fisheries and provide more accurate county-level scores.  

The Fisheries sub-goal could not be calculated for Tanzania due to data accessibility issues, 

available fish catch data being collected at family level and not disaggregated by zones and 

stock assessment information for priority fisheries being inaccessible or non-existent.   

 

Conclusion 
This preliminary assessment has shown that there is scope for use of the OHI in the WIO as a 

decision-tool, data and indicator generator and as a framework to discuss ocean health in 

countries. However, successful uptake will depend on ownership of each goal by relevant 

government sectors, combined with high-level overarching coordination by a cross-sectoral 

entity, to negate some of the challenges with implementation including data access, the 

ability of government staff to commit time, and policy influence. Additionally, there is a need 

to develop increased tool-functionality for easier adoption in regions where data is often 

lacking or poor, and countries must also increase investment in monitoring of resources to 

provide better quality data to inform decisions. There is also need for enhanced cooperation 

between national and sub-national levels of government to, among other things, complement 

the sectoral focus of the former, and to operationalize sub-national maritime zones for the 

latter. 


